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Summary 
 

A number of 60 cases of chronic gastroenteropathies in dogs of different rases and 
ages, were studied regarding the erythrocytes ballance. In 21 (35%) of these cases we 
found that digestive disturbances were associated to anemias. The results obtained in this 
research confirmed that the anemias associated to chronic gastroenteropathies present a 
etiopathogenetic diversity. Thus, the first place was taken by iron lack anemias, being 
followed by vitamin B12 and/or folic acid lack anemias 3 (14.21%) şi hemolitic anemias 2 
(9.52%). There was a problem in differenciating iron lack anemias from those due to iron 
blocking on the background of cytokins intervention (inflammation anemias). The 
determination of the level of seric feritine, known as an important marker of the iron deposits 
in the body, but also as an accute phase reactant, brought information regarding the 
differential diagnosis of the two types of anemia. The level of seric feritine was under the 
physiologic inferior limit of the species in 8 cases, including first of all the majority of the 
cases with mycrocytes and hypochrome anemia, with the hemoglobin’s value under 8 g/dl; in 
5 cases, the feritine’s mycrocytes and normochrome anemia, predominantly, but also from 
the other categories; in 6 cases the feritine’s value was over the normal superior limit of the 
species, mainly in the cases with slight anemia. Out of the 16 cases with iron lack anemia 
only 11 answered the therapy with iron products, while 3 answered the association of iron to 
erythropietin. 
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It is well-known in the specialty literature that gastro-intestinal chronic 

diseases are accompanied by aproximately 30% of anemic conditions. Anemic 
hypoxia generates a couple of self-contained clinical which participates in the 
alteration of life quality.  

The most frequent anemia associated to chronic gastroenteropathies is the 
ones due to maldigestion, malabsorption, gastrointestinal blood losses, 
proinflammatory cytokines actions, medullar invasion (in neoplasias), secondary 
hemolysis etc. In chronic gastroenteropathies as well, anemia feripriva is well 
represented, followed by inflammation, megaloblastic anemia and hemolitic 
anemia. 

The etiopathogenetic and diagnosis problems are generated by the 
delimitations at the level of iron lack anemias and inflammation anemias.  
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Materials and methods 
 
A number of 60 cases with chronic gastroenteropathies at the dog were 

chosen for research. Rendering evident the anemic conditions was made via 
hematologic and biochemical examination, using the veterinary hematologic 
analyzer, MS, the biochemical analyzer as well as some classic methods of blood 
smear investigation and reticulocytes counting.  

We determined the hemoglobin, the hematocrit, the number of 
erythrocytes, VEM, CHEM, sideremia, reticulocytes, seric feritin. The results 
obtained were processed and interpreted for better highlighting the causes, 
mechanisms, some diagnosis peculiarities, prophylactic and therapeutic 
orientation.  

 
Results and discussions 

 
The results obtained show the fact that in the 60 cases with chronic 

gastroenteropathies which were hematologically and biochemically investigated for 
rendering evident the erythrocyte balance, in 21 (35.0%) of them we can notice a 
disturbance of this one, respectively an anemic condition.  

In the literature publications (4) it is mentioned that an average of 1/3 out of 
the cases diagnosed with intestinal inflammatory diseases are accompanied by 
anemia, the avriation limits being very generous, between 10-70%. 

In this study we noticed that the anemic conditions associated to chronic 
gastroenteropathies present etiopathogenetic diversity. The first place is taken by 
iron lack anemias, 16 (76.19%) cases, followed by vitamin B12 and folic acid lack 
anemias, 3 (14.21%) and hemolitic anemias 2 (9.52%). 

In the case of anemias associated to chronic gastroenteropathies, one of 
the problems which complicates the etiopathogeny and diagnosis, and in the same 
way the therapy, is represented by the difference between iron lack (anemia 
feripriva and a blocking of at the level of the monocytic-macrophagic system 
(inflammation anemia). 

Frequently the short of iron may be the result of a disballance between 
contribution and necessities, with different percentages involvement of one or 
another of the links participating in providing the best level of iron in the body. In 
the anemia of chronic gastroenteropathies, the causes of iron deficit may be 
represented by: reduced contribution, background of a nutritional deficit or 
consecutively with maldigestion and malabsorption, and increased losses by 
means of hidden bleedings, met in the digestive inflammatory processes as well as 
by means of pronounced epithelial exfoliations in such pathologic processes.  

In the chronic inflammations accompanying some gastroenteropathies, the 
iron lack is also the result of cytokines intervention, mainly IL1, TNF, INFα, INFβ, 
which will produce erythopoiesis suppression, by means of multiple mechanisms. 
Among the cytokines abilities, with implications in erythropoiesis, we can number: 
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inhibition of secretion and release of erythropoietin; encouragement (stimulation) of 
iron deposits at the level of the monocytic – macrophagic system; blocking of iron 
release from deposits to the erythroid cells; dicrease of iron absorption of the 
digestive level; decrease of transferin level; diminution of transferin receptors level, 
erythropoietin receptors level etc.  

The means by which iron can be taken over to macrophages are: 
transferinic receptor, macrophagic protein associated to natural resistence, 
hemoglobinic receptor, lactoferin, erythrofagocitosis (3,5). Citokins modulate these 
depositing mechanisms of iron at the level of macrophages.  

It would be good to differentiate iron lack anemia from the so called 
inflammation anemia, due to some deficiencies of iron metabolism.  

The classic routine examinations, used in the diagnosis of the two types of 
anemia (anemia feripriva and inflammation anemia), frequent in the chronic 
diseases in general and especially in the chronic gastroenteropathies, they are not 
enough for rendering evident the complexity of the mechanisms which generated 
these disturbances of the erythrocytes ballance. The differential diagnosis of the 
two frequent types of anemias is difficult because the two etiopathogenies overlap 
in various proportions, at a certain moment. The level of hemoglobin, the 
erythrocytes size, the hemoglobin charge, the reticulocytes percentage, the value 
of sideremia cannot offer us information about the mechanisms or predominance of 
one mechanism or another, on which these disturbances were based. In this 
context the therapeutic approach is also difficult and sometime less efficient. It’s 
necessary to figure out by means of lab tests which are the ways that diturb the 
normal development of erythropoiesis.  

In this context, the level of seric feritin represents an important marker for 
iron deposits in the body and a useful test for differentiating anemia feripriva from 
inflammation anemias (4).  

In iron lack anemias the level of feritin is low as compared to iron 
defficiency in inflammation anemias where the level of feritin is normal or high.  

It is necessary to mention that feritin, as a reactant of accute phase, 
increases in inflammations and out of this reason, a value between apparently 
normal limits dows not always exclude an iron lack anemia. Only a level under 30 
ng/l is a certain marker of iron lack, while in the absence of a hepatopathy, a value 
over 200 ng/l excludes this diagnosis (3,5). 

To complete the diagnosis, the dosage of reactive C protein offers us 
information about the level of inflammation.  

The level of transferin may offer some information regarding the 
etiopathogeny of iron lack; thus, in chronic inflammations the value of transferin 
increases even under the conditions of iron lack, because the cases of 
hipoalbuminemia are frequently accompanied by a decrease of transferin.  

All the 16 cases with iron lack showed a dicrease of blood iron (values 
between 34.2-78.5µg/dl) accompanied by micro and normocitosis and hypo and 
normochromia.  
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According to the level of hemoglobin shown in the 16 cases mentioned 
above, we notice a wide range of anemic conditions, from easy forms, menŃionate 
hemoglobin 10-11g/dl (4 cases) to moderate forms, hemoglobin 8-10g/dl (7 cases) 
and severe forms, hemoglobin under 8g/dl (8 cases). 

The values of the derived erythrocytes constants as well as the peripheric 
blood smear examination showed: normocytic and normochrome anemias in 6 
cases; microcytic and normochrome anemias 8 cases; andmicrocytic and 
hypochrome anemias in 5 cases.  

We can notice a tight correlation between the level of hemoglobin on the 
one hand and the concentration in the average erythrocyte hemoglobin on the 
other hand. The gradual evolution of the changes in iron lack anemias is well-
known in hematology (1,2,6). 

The level of seric feritin was under the physiologic inferior limit of the 
species in 8 cases, including first of all the main part of the cases with microcytic 
and hypochrome anemia, with the hemoglobin’s value under 8 g/dl; in 5 cases, the 
feritin’s value were between the normal limits of the species, predominantly cases 
with microcytic and normochrome anemia, but also from the other categories; in 6 
cases the feritin’s value was over the normal value of the species, predominantly 
cases with easy forms of anemia.  

Out of the 16 cases with iron lack anemia, only 11 answered the therapy 
with iron products, parenterally administrated and succeeding in re-establishing the 
hemoglobin’s values and improving the general condition of the animals. 

The association of iron-based products with erythropoietin allowed the 
recovery of the normal level of hemoglobin from 3 to 5 cases.  

The general analysis of the results obtained show the increased frequency 
of anemias associated to chronic gastroenteropathies, mechanisms complexity and 
some difficulties regarding differential diagnosis. In order to render evident some 
mechanisms that come up on the background of citokins intervention and which 
complicate the diagnosis, a more ample approach is necessary for some links of 
iron metabolism, as well as transferinemia, feritinemia etc.  

 
Conclusions 

 
Sixty dogs with chronic gastroenteropathies were hematologically and 

biochemically investigated; in 21 of the cases (35%) we discovered an anemic 
condition.  

The anemic conditions associated to chronic gastroenteropathies present 
an etiopathogenetic diversity; the first place is taken by iron lack anemias, 16 
(76.19%) cases, followed by B12 vitamin and/or folic acid lack anemias, 3 (14.21%), 
and hemolitic anemias 2 (9.52%). 

In the 16 cases with iron lack we noticed a decrease of the blood iron 
(values between 34.2-78.5µg/dl) accompanied by micro or normocytosis and hypo 
or normochromia.  
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In the 16 cases mentioned above we noticed a wide range of anemic 
conditions, of easy forms, hemoglobin 10-11g/dl (4 cases); in moderate forms, 
hemoglobin 8-10g/dl (7 cases); and severe cases, hemoglobin under 8g/dl (8 
cases). 

The values of the derived erythrocytes constants as well as the peripheric 
blood smear showed: normocytic and normochromic anemias in 6 cases; 
microcytic and normochromic anemias in 8 cases; and microcytic and hypochromic 
anemias in 5 cases.  

The level of seric feritin was under the physiologic inferior limit of the 
species in 8 cases; in 5 cases the feritin’s values were between the normal limits of 
the species; in 6 cases the feritin’s values were over the superior normal limit of the 
species.  

Out of the 16 cases with iron lack anemias, only 11 answered the therapy 
with iron products parentally administered, succeeding in re-establishing the 
hemoglobin’s values and in improving the general condition of the animals.  

The association of the iron-based products with erythropoietin allowed the 
recovery of the normal level of hemoglobin in 3 of the 5 cases.  
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